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as jimmy carter ascended to the presidency the heir apparent to democratic liberalism he touted his background as a born again evangelical once in office his faith indeed
helped form policy on a number of controversial moral issues by acknowledging certain behaviors as sinful while insisting that they were private matters beyond
government interference j brooks flippen argues carter unintentionally alienated both social liberals and conservative christians thus ensuring that the debate over these
moral family issues acquired a new prominence in public and political life the carter era according to flippen stood at a fault line in american culture religion and politics
in the wake of the 1960s some americans worried that the traditional family faced a grave crisis this newly politicized constituency viewed secular humanism in education
the recognition of reproductive rights established by roe v wade feminism and the struggle for homosexual rights as evidence of cultural decay and as a challenge to
religious orthodoxy social liberals viewed carter s faith with skepticism and took issue with his seeming unwillingness to build on recent progressive victories ultimately
flippen argues conservative christians emerged as the religious right and were adopted into the republican fold examining carter s struggle to placate competing interests
against the backdrop of difficult foreign and domestic issues a struggling economy the stalled strategic arms limitation talks disputes in the middle east handover of the
panama canal and the iranian hostage crisis flippen shows how a political dynamic was formed that continues to this day political creativity intervenes in the lively
debate currently underway in the social sciences on institutional change editors gerald berk dennis c galvan and victoria hattam along with the contributors to the
volume show how institutions inevitably combine order and change because formal rules and roles are always available for reconfiguration creative action is not the
exception but the very process through which all political formations are built promulgated and changed drawing on the rich cache of antidualist theoretical traditions
from poststructuralism and ecological theory to constructivism and pragmatism a diverse group of scholars probes acts of social innovation in many locations land
boards in botswana russian labor relations international statistics global supply chains islamic economics in algeria islamic sects and state authority in senegal and
civil rights reform colonization industrial policy and political consulting in the united states these political scientists reconceptualize agency as a relational process
that continually reorders the nature and meaning of people and things order as an assemblage that necessitates creative tinkering and interpretation and change as the
unruly politics of time that confounds the conventional ordering of past present and future political creativity offers analytical tools for reimagining order and
change as entangled processes contributors stephen amberg chris ansell gerald berk kevin bruyneel dennis c galvan deborah harrold victoria hattam yoshiko m herrera
gary herrigel joseph lowndes ato kwamena onoma adam sheingate rudra sil ulrich voskamp volker wittke an intellectual history of america s water management
philosophy humans take more than their geological share of water but they do not benefit from it equally this imbalance has created an era of intense water scarcity
that affects the security of individuals states and the global economy for many this brazen water grab and the social inequalities it produces reflect the lack of a
coherent philosophy connecting people to the planet challenging this view jeremy schmidt shows how water was made a resource that linked geology politics and culture
to american institutions understanding the global spread and evolution of this philosophy is now key to addressing inequalities that exist on a geological scale water
abundance scarcity and security in the age of humanity details the remarkable intellectual history of america s water management philosophy it shows how this
philosophy shaped early twentieth century conservation in the united states influenced american international development programs and ultimately shaped programs of
global governance that today connect water resources to the earth system schmidt demonstrates how the ways we think about water reflect specific public and
societal values and illuminates the process by which the american approach to water management came to dominate the global conversation about water debates over
how human impacts on the planet are connected to a new geological epoch the anthropocene tend to focus on either the social causes of environmental crises or scientific
assessments of the earth system schmidt shows how when it comes to water the two are one and the same the very way we think about managing water resources
validates putting ever more water to use for some human purposes at the expense of others on august 27 1956 in clinton tennessee twelve african american students
made history when they were the first to walk through the doors of a legally desegregated high school on that day integration in the south formally moved from the
courtroom to the classroom author doug davis was a frontline witness to history his mother was an english teacher at the high school and his father was a lawyer in
the initial court case although school opened with minimal disruption the first week ended with tanks rolling into town to keep order later when the parents of the black
students were reluctant to send their children to school the authors father was one of three who escorted the students through a gauntlet of angry racists that had
gathered in protest davis was just eight when this happened and the memories of those tense days were the inspiration for this story the conflict followed the family home
and included the burning of a cross in their front yard the family members were eyewitnesses to their hometowns turmoil conflict that escalated from riots and protests
culminating in the destruction of the high school with one hundred sticks of dynamite th e people of this ruptured community bore the brunt of this momentous era of
societal change in america here childhood memories of family and community shed their light on the story the roman philosopher seneca addressed himself to the question of
how we ought to live in letters and treatises that have engaged the attention of readers from his own day to the present a committed if critical and eccentric adherent
of stoicism he gives us a set of reflections on the good life that are rich both in philosophical subtlety and in vivid engagement with day to day life in ancient rome
philosophy and community in seneca s prose proposes a new understanding of the relationship between these two facets of seneca s achievement examining how he balances
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the socratic imperative to subject one s life to rational scrutiny on the one hand with the claims of roman moral tradition on the other carey seal argues that we
should think of seneca neither as a spokesman for stoicism who seizes opportunistically upon the data of roman social life to make his case nor as an expositor of the
inherited values of the roman elite in the language of stoic philosophy rather seneca should be understood as someone intensely interested in the question of philosophy s
social entanglements and presuppositions seneca s use of roman politics and of the institution of slavery in elaborating his ideal of a life guided by reason is carefully
examined in the book a must have for every search committee the episcopal clerical directory is the biennial directory of all living clergy in good standing in the episcopal
church more than 18 000 deacons priests and bishops it includes full biographical information and ministry history for each cleric features more than 400 items from the
gabrielle keiller collection includes the work of joan miro pablo picasso dali henry moore munch and magritte as the west wing has grown in power and organizational
complexity during the modern presidency so has the east wing office home to the first lady of the united states this groundbreaking work by maryanne borrelli offers both
theoretical and substantive insight into behind the scenes developments from the time of lou henry hoover to the unfolding tenure of michelle robinson obama political
scientists and historians have recognized the personal influence the first lady can exercise with her husband and they have noted the moral ethical and sometimes policy
leadership certain presidents wives have offered nonetheless scholars and commentators alike have treated the personal relationship and the professional relationship as
overlapping borrelli offers a compelling counter perspective that the president s wife exercises power intrinsic to her role within the administration like others within the
presidency she has sometimes presented the president s views to constituents and sometimes presented constituents views to the president thus taking on a representative
function within the system in mediating president constituent relationships she has given a historical and social frame to the presidency that has enhanced its symbolic
representation she has served as a gender role model enriching descriptive representation in the executive branch and she has participated in policy initiatives to strengthen
an administration s substantive representation these contributions have been controversial as might be predicted for a gender outsider but they have unquestionably made
the first lady a representative of and to the president and by extension the president s administration for nearly fifty years edward kennedy duke ellington was one of
america s most famous musicians tucker traces ellington s childhood and young adult years in washington d c where he got his start as a ragtime pianist and also draws
on accounts from newspapers periodicals and trade publications with the impending demise of modernist planning the footprints and corpses of failed modernist visions are
littered everywhere a vacuum of implementable urban theories has occurred at the time when unprecedented expansion and restructuring of cities in rapidly developing
economies are taking place in this collection of essays william s w lim zeroes in on the peculiarities and dynamics of present asian urban and architectural conditions in
order to challenge and transcend the socio ecological forms and political influences generated by the current system of global capitalism part i of this book consists of
the main essay which attempts to establish baselines for an effective formulation of ethical urbanism in asia by clarifying issues that have previously been
unquestioningly bound up with western values and discourses as an architect urbanist lim lends a determinedly spatialist and environmental perspective to issues such as
rights ethics happiness and social justice while compelling his readers to rethink previously established notions about them part ii of this book consists of three city
studies on hanoi shanghai and singapore completed in the last two years which attempt to match limocos theoretical formulation with actual conditions occurring in
asia today also included is oc asian architecture in the new millenniumoco a fascinating discourse on contemporary design conducted from a postmodern perspective a
representative collection of twelve thousand entries is researched here with nominees being reviewed and approved based on editorial evaluation of effort merit and
accomplishments this edition continues the tradition of documenting valuable biographical facts of those individuals who contribute to the local state national and
general public betterment through career civic cultural educational scientific religious or political endeavors preface reference tool for rare books collection
comprehensively revised for the new edition including new chapters on polarity culture intelligence and the academic and policy worlds it continues to give students a
detailed overview of the major theoretical approaches key themes and most significant issues within security studies part 1 explores the main theoretical approaches
currently used within the field from realism to international political sociology part 2 explains the central concepts underpinning contemporary debates from the
security dilemma to terrorism part 3 presents an overview of the institutional security architecture currently influencing world politics using international regional
and global levels of analysis part 4 examines some of the key contemporary challenges to global security from the arms trade to energy security part 5 discusses the
future of security provided by publisher the oxford handbook of historical institutionalism offers an authoritative and accessible state of the art analysis of the
historical institutionalism research tradition in political science devoted to the study of how temporal processes and events influence the origin and transformation of
institutions that govern political and economic relations historical institutionalism has grown considerably in the last two decades with its attention to past present
and potential future contributions to the research tradition the volume represents an essential reference point for those interested in historical institutionalism written
in accessible style by leading scholars thirty eight chapters detail the contributions of historical institutionalism to an expanding array of topics in the study of
comparative american european and international politics
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as jimmy carter ascended to the presidency the heir apparent to democratic liberalism he touted his background as a born again evangelical once in office his faith indeed
helped form policy on a number of controversial moral issues by acknowledging certain behaviors as sinful while insisting that they were private matters beyond
government interference j brooks flippen argues carter unintentionally alienated both social liberals and conservative christians thus ensuring that the debate over these
moral family issues acquired a new prominence in public and political life the carter era according to flippen stood at a fault line in american culture religion and politics
in the wake of the 1960s some americans worried that the traditional family faced a grave crisis this newly politicized constituency viewed secular humanism in education
the recognition of reproductive rights established by roe v wade feminism and the struggle for homosexual rights as evidence of cultural decay and as a challenge to
religious orthodoxy social liberals viewed carter s faith with skepticism and took issue with his seeming unwillingness to build on recent progressive victories ultimately
flippen argues conservative christians emerged as the religious right and were adopted into the republican fold examining carter s struggle to placate competing interests
against the backdrop of difficult foreign and domestic issues a struggling economy the stalled strategic arms limitation talks disputes in the middle east handover of the
panama canal and the iranian hostage crisis flippen shows how a political dynamic was formed that continues to this day
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political creativity intervenes in the lively debate currently underway in the social sciences on institutional change editors gerald berk dennis c galvan and victoria
hattam along with the contributors to the volume show how institutions inevitably combine order and change because formal rules and roles are always available for
reconfiguration creative action is not the exception but the very process through which all political formations are built promulgated and changed drawing on the rich
cache of antidualist theoretical traditions from poststructuralism and ecological theory to constructivism and pragmatism a diverse group of scholars probes acts
of social innovation in many locations land boards in botswana russian labor relations international statistics global supply chains islamic economics in algeria
islamic sects and state authority in senegal and civil rights reform colonization industrial policy and political consulting in the united states these political scientists
reconceptualize agency as a relational process that continually reorders the nature and meaning of people and things order as an assemblage that necessitates creative
tinkering and interpretation and change as the unruly politics of time that confounds the conventional ordering of past present and future political creativity offers
analytical tools for reimagining order and change as entangled processes contributors stephen amberg chris ansell gerald berk kevin bruyneel dennis c galvan deborah
harrold victoria hattam yoshiko m herrera gary herrigel joseph lowndes ato kwamena onoma adam sheingate rudra sil ulrich voskamp volker wittke
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an intellectual history of america s water management philosophy humans take more than their geological share of water but they do not benefit from it equally this
imbalance has created an era of intense water scarcity that affects the security of individuals states and the global economy for many this brazen water grab and the
social inequalities it produces reflect the lack of a coherent philosophy connecting people to the planet challenging this view jeremy schmidt shows how water was made
a resource that linked geology politics and culture to american institutions understanding the global spread and evolution of this philosophy is now key to addressing
inequalities that exist on a geological scale water abundance scarcity and security in the age of humanity details the remarkable intellectual history of america s
water management philosophy it shows how this philosophy shaped early twentieth century conservation in the united states influenced american international
development programs and ultimately shaped programs of global governance that today connect water resources to the earth system schmidt demonstrates how the
ways we think about water reflect specific public and societal values and illuminates the process by which the american approach to water management came to dominate
the global conversation about water debates over how human impacts on the planet are connected to a new geological epoch the anthropocene tend to focus on either
the social causes of environmental crises or scientific assessments of the earth system schmidt shows how when it comes to water the two are one and the same the very



way we think about managing water resources validates putting ever more water to use for some human purposes at the expense of others
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on august 27 1956 in clinton tennessee twelve african american students made history when they were the first to walk through the doors of a legally desegregated
high school on that day integration in the south formally moved from the courtroom to the classroom author doug davis was a frontline witness to history his mother
was an english teacher at the high school and his father was a lawyer in the initial court case although school opened with minimal disruption the first week ended with
tanks rolling into town to keep order later when the parents of the black students were reluctant to send their children to school the authors father was one of three
who escorted the students through a gauntlet of angry racists that had gathered in protest davis was just eight when this happened and the memories of those tense
days were the inspiration for this story the conflict followed the family home and included the burning of a cross in their front yard the family members were eyewitnesses
to their hometowns turmoil conflict that escalated from riots and protests culminating in the destruction of the high school with one hundred sticks of dynamite th e
people of this ruptured community bore the brunt of this momentous era of societal change in america here childhood memories of family and community shed their light on
the story
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the roman philosopher seneca addressed himself to the question of how we ought to live in letters and treatises that have engaged the attention of readers from his own
day to the present a committed if critical and eccentric adherent of stoicism he gives us a set of reflections on the good life that are rich both in philosophical subtlety
and in vivid engagement with day to day life in ancient rome philosophy and community in seneca s prose proposes a new understanding of the relationship between these two
facets of seneca s achievement examining how he balances the socratic imperative to subject one s life to rational scrutiny on the one hand with the claims of roman
moral tradition on the other carey seal argues that we should think of seneca neither as a spokesman for stoicism who seizes opportunistically upon the data of roman
social life to make his case nor as an expositor of the inherited values of the roman elite in the language of stoic philosophy rather seneca should be understood as
someone intensely interested in the question of philosophy s social entanglements and presuppositions seneca s use of roman politics and of the institution of slavery in
elaborating his ideal of a life guided by reason is carefully examined in the book
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a must have for every search committee the episcopal clerical directory is the biennial directory of all living clergy in good standing in the episcopal church more than 18
000 deacons priests and bishops it includes full biographical information and ministry history for each cleric
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features more than 400 items from the gabrielle keiller collection includes the work of joan miro pablo picasso dali henry moore munch and magritte
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as the west wing has grown in power and organizational complexity during the modern presidency so has the east wing office home to the first lady of the united states
this groundbreaking work by maryanne borrelli offers both theoretical and substantive insight into behind the scenes developments from the time of lou henry hoover to
the unfolding tenure of michelle robinson obama political scientists and historians have recognized the personal influence the first lady can exercise with her husband and
they have noted the moral ethical and sometimes policy leadership certain presidents wives have offered nonetheless scholars and commentators alike have treated the
personal relationship and the professional relationship as overlapping borrelli offers a compelling counter perspective that the president s wife exercises power intrinsic
to her role within the administration like others within the presidency she has sometimes presented the president s views to constituents and sometimes presented
constituents views to the president thus taking on a representative function within the system in mediating president constituent relationships she has given a historical
and social frame to the presidency that has enhanced its symbolic representation she has served as a gender role model enriching descriptive representation in the executive
branch and she has participated in policy initiatives to strengthen an administration s substantive representation these contributions have been controversial as might be
predicted for a gender outsider but they have unquestionably made the first lady a representative of and to the president and by extension the president s administration
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for nearly fifty years edward kennedy duke ellington was one of america s most famous musicians tucker traces ellington s childhood and young adult years in
washington d c where he got his start as a ragtime pianist and also draws on accounts from newspapers periodicals and trade publications
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with the impending demise of modernist planning the footprints and corpses of failed modernist visions are littered everywhere a vacuum of implementable urban theories has
occurred at the time when unprecedented expansion and restructuring of cities in rapidly developing economies are taking place in this collection of essays william s w lim
zeroes in on the peculiarities and dynamics of present asian urban and architectural conditions in order to challenge and transcend the socio ecological forms and
political influences generated by the current system of global capitalism part i of this book consists of the main essay which attempts to establish baselines for an
effective formulation of ethical urbanism in asia by clarifying issues that have previously been unquestioningly bound up with western values and discourses as an
architect urbanist lim lends a determinedly spatialist and environmental perspective to issues such as rights ethics happiness and social justice while compelling his
readers to rethink previously established notions about them part ii of this book consists of three city studies on hanoi shanghai and singapore completed in the last two
years which attempt to match limocos theoretical formulation with actual conditions occurring in asia today also included is oc asian architecture in the new
millenniumoco a fascinating discourse on contemporary design conducted from a postmodern perspective
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a representative collection of twelve thousand entries is researched here with nominees being reviewed and approved based on editorial evaluation of effort merit and
accomplishments this edition continues the tradition of documenting valuable biographical facts of those individuals who contribute to the local state national and
general public betterment through career civic cultural educational scientific religious or political endeavors preface
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comprehensively revised for the new edition including new chapters on polarity culture intelligence and the academic and policy worlds it continues to give students a
detailed overview of the major theoretical approaches key themes and most significant issues within security studies part 1 explores the main theoretical approaches
currently used within the field from realism to international political sociology part 2 explains the central concepts underpinning contemporary debates from the
security dilemma to terrorism part 3 presents an overview of the institutional security architecture currently influencing world politics using international regional
and global levels of analysis part 4 examines some of the key contemporary challenges to global security from the arms trade to energy security part 5 discusses the
future of security provided by publisher
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the oxford handbook of historical institutionalism offers an authoritative and accessible state of the art analysis of the historical institutionalism research tradition
in political science devoted to the study of how temporal processes and events influence the origin and transformation of institutions that govern political and
economic relations historical institutionalism has grown considerably in the last two decades with its attention to past present and potential future contributions to
the research tradition the volume represents an essential reference point for those interested in historical institutionalism written in accessible style by leading scholars
thirty eight chapters detail the contributions of historical institutionalism to an expanding array of topics in the study of comparative american european and
international politics
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